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Chapter One



 
The sky had darkened to the extent that at any moment one could

expect a downpour. There was only enough time to make a decision whether
or not to indulge the peculiar impulse that had been plaguing him all morning
or to simply let it go. So he did what he always did, following his instincts he
took a deep breath and opened his car door; then slammed it abruptly behind
him and literally tore up the steps of the Milton Latter Library just as the
raindrops began to hit the outside of his sports coat. As he pushed the heavy
doors aside that felt nearly icy in his hands he watched the deluge of rain
come down just outside. His heart was pumping wildly, and he considered
now as an after thought that perhaps now it would have been expedient to
grab the small compact umbrella that he stored beneath the passenger’s seat
of his Jeep Cherokee. But shrugging off that notion he walked into the cold
foyer of the library.

The structure actually used to be the house or more aptly called the
mansion of a former silent, movie star. It was one of the palatial buildings,
and there were many, along New Orleans’ famous St. Charles Avenue. It had
actually been many years since he’d been here, and in many ways he found it
odd that he was here today. But last night had been plagued with dreams of
this place, dreams of this place and a young woman with long chestnut-
colored hair. So he’d closed the bookstore he owned on Magazine Street
early this morning—one of the perks of being the owner—and set off on this
peculiar quest to unravel the meaning of his dream. For dreams, as his very
astute grandmother had once told him were something not to be ignored.

The inside of the library was largely silent which made his entrance all
the more noticeable or rather would have been if there was anyone around.
He paused at the door, his eyes taking in the huge stretch of mildly wearing
mosaic floor. This definitely had been a home once—someone's home, only
now a bit unnaturally converted into this public building. The lingering of
lives passed here long ago clung profoundly to the place; layers of
impressions—the past clearly more powerful and dominant than the present.

He focused deeply trying to filter out the impressions that were non
essential to him from those he sought. His light weight canvas tennis shoes
hit the highly polished floor but were largely silent, fortunately.

Again he focused on the dream—the young woman, green-eyed, long
reddish brown hair. His feelings stretched out. Maximilian or Max as he
preferred was a closet psychic.

It was inexplicable the wash of despair that had flooded over her this



morning, just pure cascades of desolation. Caroline had wandered around her
Carrolton Avenue apartment aimlessly, her head nearly splitting open with a
migraine incited by what she was experiencing. She'd phoned the law office
where she worked as a paralegal to call in sick. It would be impossible to
function there under these conditions.

She lit candles; she put out two bowls of water, tried a light meditation,
but nothing was helping.

Breathing deeply she sunk onto the overstuffed moss green love seat
that her Aunt Elise had given her when she moved in. She sat cross-legged
and attempted to clear her mind in a meditation. But almost in a flood as
powerful as the emotions the images began to pour forth.

She sighed deeply. Of course, the strange quiet girl one apartments and
two to the left over hers. There was a darkness all around her. A self
proclaimed Wiccan, she'd been attempting spells to bind the boyfriend to her
—the one that lived there on occasion.

Delia something was her name. They'd introduced themselves once but
she was abominable in remembering last names. "Remember you have to
take extreme precautions when you move out Caroline," her mother had said.
"You're not like other people."

What an extraordinary understatement, but she had to leave, had to
leave the safe cocoon of her mother's lovely, sprawling Queen Anne style
house on Prytania Street. Certainly it would have been easy enough to bury
herself there with her Mom and her younger brother Jared who seemed more
than content to set up shop in the great house for another millennia.

But not her, Caroline Breslin would strike out on her own; now that she
was twenty-five, find a way to deal with the pesky problem of being
bombarded with other people's emotions.

Again she attempted to clear her mind and the dark mucky energy that
was flooding through Delia what’s her name's apartment seemed to hit its
mark right on her forehead exacerbating her headache. "Damn," she exploded
rubbing the sensitive spot. This was not going to work, and it wouldn't due to
have sick days at her job. Luckily it was Friday and she had the rest of the
weekend to find a solution, short of having to move.

She picked up her purse and sunglasses, heading out the front door with
entirely no clue as to where she was going.

The pull led him through the wide, dark wood lobby of the library. To
either side were massive ornate reading rooms. One was clearly a dining
room from long ago with a high, ornately decorated ceiling and a massive,



marble fireplace. Across the hall a similarly fashioned parlor now filled with
tables and racks of newspapers.

But he walked past, past the long desk and in the opposite direction of
an imposing, black wood staircase that led up to the second floor.

As he continued to the back of the building the walls became lighter,
the décor less formal, and of course shelves and shelves of books.

He'd remembered being here several times before. Once for a meeting
of local, small business owners and once for a book sale that was
concentrated on the grounds. If he'd wandered this area of the library before
it hadn't made an impressions. As he drifted into one of the side reading
rooms another doorway compelled him.

Without hesitation he crossed the threshold, and the light flooded
toward him. It was a lovely little nook, a sunroom surrounded by glass walls
and filled with wicker chairs, one with a high rounded back that wouldn't have
been out of place on a tropical island. And not unexpectedly, it was occupied.

It helped just getting out of the apartment. Clearly Delia Whoever was
the problem—what she hated was the fact that she'd become "her" problem.
Again the complaint circled around to a familiar theme—"It wasn't fair. Why
couldn't I be like everyone else?"

Over the years she'd thought she'd made peace with this reality. Her
mother and her Aunt's approach had always been—"You're gifted for a
reason Caroline. Don't treat it like a curse." It was the psychic strain that ran
throughout their family. Her brother Jared was a remarkable precognitive.
Her Aunt Elise, amongst her many psychic gifts, she'd always found to be a
walking lie detector—having an uncanny ability of nearly reading thoughts.
And of course her mother was a healer, a gift she didn't really develop until
after their father died nearly a decade before.

But her gift was a different animal. It was almost as if she had to erect
artificial barriers where the natural separation of one human begins and
another ends. Usually she was moderately successful but not today. It was the
energy thing, a new developing facet of her gift being so cognizant of energy
patterns.

She'd decided to go visit her mother's house on Prytania Street this
morning. There was always a calming energy there and maybe her Aunt Elise
who was a frequent visitor might just come up with a solution to her
particular predicament. This was what she'd decided, but on her way she took
a turn onto St. Charles Avenue on a whim; and on another whim impulsively
decided to stop at the Milton Latter Library. It was a lovely old building—the



house and grounds taking up an entire block on the street; once the reported
mansion of a silent film star in the 1920's, and one of the few once private
sprawling residences on St. Charles that was now open to the public.

She hadn't been in the place for years and as she stepped out of her car
the sky rumbled overhead. Best to get inside soon and besides the place was
beckoning her, feeling particularly welcoming today. Maybe she could clear
her mind, perhaps find a solution on her own; how refreshing that would be,
not to have to turn to her family for help.

The heavy dark interior flooded toward her as she walked into the front
foyer. On either side of her were open doors to lush rooms converted into
reading centers but still beautiful and opulent as they must have been in the
day. She wandered further inside immediately being greeted by an employee
at the front desk asking if she needed assistance.

Excellent question she thought to herself but politely declined rather
aimlessly drifting into one of the reading rooms on the left. But then she
began to feel it, the pull to another doorway within the room and the
unexpectedly a burst of light. It was a lovely sunroom decorated with light
wicker furniture, and to her extreme delight it was unoccupied. She settled
down into a large, white wicker chair facing a wall size window and let
herself relax, trying to clear her mind and reach out for some sort of
guidance.

It was perplexing, this particular situation. Max had great control of his
gifts, at least at times. There were half a dozen murder cases he'd been
consulted on by the New Orleans police force—privately, behind the scenes;
as well as other cases, missing persons, children, but all quietly. He didn't
seek notoriety and truth be told the police didn't want the news leaking out
that they were consulting a psychic. But he was at times called to use his gifts
and sometimes strongly.

And then there were the dreams.
The woman with the long reddish brown hair and green eyes, he

couldn't really pinpoint the first time he'd seen her, maybe a year before,
maybe two. It was random at first, a girl in the background, coming into his
bookstore but not speaking, looking intently as though she were searching
for something. Then in the last few months things had changed. She'd moved
closer.

And of course this week, every night the same dream like a mantra.
"What do you need?" he asked somberly.
They were standing out on the lake front, and the sky was a startling



splash of turquoise. He had a habit of dreaming in vivid often startling colors.
"It's getting worse," she murmured. She'd begun speaking to him just

the month before. "I can't keep the walls up. Everything bleeds into my mind
now, my skin."

"You're gifts are expanding. It's a transition process. Be patient." He
spoke as he felt although he had no concrete reason for saying so.

"It's driving me crazy. And there's something else."
"Yes, I know. I've felt it coming for some time."
Today the pull had been strong, but he hadn't really understood until

just this moment what precisely was pulling him. He stood on the threshold of
the sun room staring with a measure of surprise but also understanding at the
woman sitting in front of the plate glass window with her eyes closed. She
wasn't sleeping that much he knew. She was in a very light meditation. Then
slowly her eyes opened, lovely wide green eyes and she stared at him with a
touch of recognition.

"Who are you?" she whispered.
He smiled, his awareness embracing the recognition. "I'm Max."
 
 
 

Chapter Two
 
"Who is he?"
Her mother looked at her quizzically. It was perhaps eight months

earlier, just before she moved out of the Prytania Street house into her own
place. She had cornered her mother as she worked diligently on potting some
herbal plants out in the greenhouse that she'd had built after Caroline's father
had passed away.

Cassie Breslin whose gloved hands were covered in fine dirt looked up
from her activity with an expression of indulgence and confusion.

"I don't know darling. These are you dreams after all."
"Yes but—" she faltered in her thoughts having difficulty making

anything coherent out of what she was feeling.
Cassie Breslin had lovely blue eyes, blue like the sky overhead and

sometimes blue like the sky overhead before a storm. But now her full
attention focused on her daughter's face. "Tell me again about the dream."

She swallowed on a dry throat hearing that subtle change in pitch in her
mother's tone that told her they'd moved into a more serious realm, a realm
where she would use all her focus and unique talents to unravel this mystery.



"Well I've seen him before. I mean there was a familiarity. I can't really
remember, but I think in dreams."

"Go on," her mother coached. Her eyes were not directly on Caroline
now. They seemed to be fixing on some spot beyond her.

"Well last night. I dreamed I was walking down a street filled with
shops. But I don't think it was around here. It felt sort of like the beach. You
know the sea air. And it was cold and I was wrapped up in some long shawl,
rose colored."

"Emotions," her mother murmured.
"And then I stopped in front of a store and it was filled with crystals in

the window, amethysts, quartz, citrine great huge chunks of them on display.
And they felt powerful."

"Energy," her mother responded from a distant place.
"So I went inside the door and the shop was filled with lights and books,

shelves and shelves of books. I hadn't expected that because it didn't look that
way from the outside."

"Knowledge," her mother's voice. "What’s next?"
"That's when I saw him. This man walked from behind a counter right

up to me, and I knew well that I knew him somehow. He said something like
“Don't worry, the time is coming."

Her mother focused back on her face. "What else?"
She shook her head, "I don't know. I know it went on longer. I know we

talked, but I can't remember now."
"So tell me Caroline what did you feel about him?"
She tried to concentrate and the image came back clearly—brown hair

to nearly ash blonde, light eyes, a beard and mustache. He seemed older than
her, but not so much, six seven years. She wasn't sure. "I don't know. I felt like
I should know him and that I will, eventually."

Her mother's lovely blue eyes sharpened a bit. "Is that all?"
Caroline shrugged, "Of course, what else could there be?"
Her mother went back to work on her potting murmuring. "What ever

happened to that fellow Liam that you were seeing?"
"Oh, I don't know. I guess we drifted apart." Cassie nodded, again saying

nothing but saying so much while she was saying nothing. "So what do you
think? About the dream?"

"I think it was a definite contact and sooner or later you'll see him
again."

Her heart clutched in surprise. There he was in the flesh looking down



at her with a smile on his handsome face. "Max," she echoed.
He nodded, "Yes, sorry to disturb you."
She straightened up nervously in the wicker chair and noted

distractedly that it had started to rain outside. "No, that's all right." How
exactly did one handle such a situation when someone literally walks out of
your dreams into the real world?

"Mind if I join you?" he indicated a chair not far from hers that he
pulled up right next to her. "Well I suppose this seems odd."

"I've seen you before," she stammered a bit.
"Yes, I know. In fact I've seen you quite a bit lately. Nearly every night."
"Every night? You mean in dreams."
Another smile, she could feel things, so many things from him that it

was like being overloaded with impressions. He was staring at her strangely.
She could feel, feel his energy closer than his physical body. "What are you
doing?" she asked abruptly. An odd expression crossed his face.

"Just trying to feel," he murmured. "Caroline."
"You know my name?"
"Part of it."
"Caroline Breslin," she supplied. She didn't want him rooting around in

her mind to get the rest of it. "Are you a psychic or something?"
"Or something and you I take it are a profound."
"Sensitive."
"Empath," he substituted.
"I don't know if I would agree with that."
He smiled again. She was amusing him. He turned from her deeply

focusing at the rain pouring down outside for a moment. "So why are we here
Caroline Breslin? I have the distinct impression that you called me."

"I called you? And how exactly did I do that? I don't really know you at
all."

"Don't really? Well no I suppose in traditional terms you don't really.
But that doesn't change the fact that I was called, pulled here this morning by
you — conscious or not. So what exactly seems to be the problem?"

"Well," she hesitated startled by his directness. How odd? Did she
divulge to this stranger what was going on in her life or not?

And then beyond unexpectedly, quite shockingly to her he took her
hand. "It's all right Caroline," he murmured. "You might as well make use of
me since I'm here."

She frowned, feeling awkwardly confused. "It's complicated. That's why
I'm here, trying to figure out what to do."



"It involves. . ." he coaxed smoothly.
"Someone in my apartment complex," she muttered quickly, "I can't

shut them out."
She heard him breathing deeply beside her, concentrating. "You're

feeling their emotions."
"Yes, energy, I can usually find a way to separate but something's

wrong."
He was silent. And then, "It must be overwhelming."
"I," softly he squeezed her hand. "Yes, it gets to be too much."
"I've never met anyone with your particular abilities before. I can't

imagine how you've coped." Slowly she extracted her hand from his grasp.
This was too much this kind of for lack of a better word intimacy so quickly.
He responded quickly. "I didn't mean that as an insult. I am amazed, that's all."

"Well, we do what we have to I suppose."
He stared at her for a moment as though carefully considering. "If you

give me a little time I might be able to help Caroline."
"Time? What does that mean?"
"The day, spend the day with me."
"Well," she thought to offer an excuse but then was hit again by the

weight of her predicament. If he could help and that was a big if, she needed
to try.

The rain had subsided so they decided to take a walk or rather he
decided. For good or ill he was taking the lead in this curious business. He
hadn't intended to spend the day away from the bookstore, but then again
things were evolving well outside his realm of anticipation.

"Are you all right?"
"Yes, fine." She was nervous. Why wouldn't she be? He was virtually a

stranger who was insisting on being privy to very private matters that he was
getting the impression that she shared with virtually no one.

Defensive? Yes. Protective of herself? Undeniably. And she was
beautiful, striking, mysterious—not just physically. There was a quality to her
movement, her speech, and her presence that he found compelling and
relaxing oddly enough. Something he'd found to be extraordinarily rare in his
experience. "Where did you say we're going?"

"Coffee shop, not far, just a few blocks down St. Charles."
"Oh that's right." Distracted, he could feel that dark energy still

affecting her. It had seeped in. It was vitally important to find a way to dispel
it.



"Do you work?" he asked.
"Um, yes. I'm a paralegal at a firm on Baronne St. I," hesitating. "Well, I

called in sick this morning. I felt so bad."
"It's physical?"
"It gets that way. Bad headaches, exhaustion, and then all the upset."
"I'm sorry. That must be difficult to deal with," he murmured. He could

see more as she spoke, the impressions flooding in more concretely. She
didn't respond, just continued to walk. "I have a bookstore on Magazine
Street."

She stopped for a moment unexpectedly. "Really? That's strange. I
remember you in a bookstore. But it was near the beach, the water."

He smiled, "Now that would be wonderful. I visit the Gulf Coast often."
He pointed ahead. "It's not far now."

"That sounds like a wonderful business to have." There was something
in her voice, envy, sadness—evidently not so content at the law firm.

"Yes, it suits me well."
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